
The Public Radio
Difference
Iowa Public Radio’s mission
is to enrich the civic and
cultural life in Iowa through
high quality news and
cultural programming.

Iowa Public Radio is a non-profit organization, relying on
voluntary support from its listeners, business sponsors and
other financial supporters. Nearly 30,000 IPR listeners are
active supporters of the station.

Iowa Public Radio believes in a hard separation between
content and sponsorship. Sponsors never have any influence
on our programming or news coverage. Iowa Public Radio
supports the Public Media Code of Integrity, a national code
that has been adopted by more than 250 public media
organizations and describes our commitment to trust and
integrity. 

75%

Iowa Public Radio is mission-driven, with the purpose of
providing educational, informational and cultural
programming to its audience. Commercial radio is profit-driven.

Commercial radio stations are
for-profit businesses, relying on
advertising dollars.

Iowa Public Radio is built to serve our community. Commercial radio stations often
exist to serve shareholders.

Commercial radio often blurs the
line between advertising and
content.

*Industry data; Kagan estimates
+Lightspeed Research, March ‘19

75% of listeners hold a

more positive opinion of

businesses that support

their public radio station +

http://www.codeofintegrity.org/


*Industry data; Kagan estimates

Why Public Radio is
Better for Your Business

Iowa Public Radio does not air advertisements. Instead, we
air short, uniform sponsorship messages that are intended
to inform the audience about a business, product or service.

Commercial radio stations air
advertisements that vary in
tone, length and are often
overly promotional.

Sponsor message breaks are very short on Iowa Public
Radio, each break containing no more than two local
sponsor messages. Listeners don’t tune out or change the
station; they know the programming will return shortly.

Commercial radio stations
breaks are very long; listeners
often tune out or change the
station instead of listening to
the advertisements. 

Iowa Public Radio’s sponsorship messages tie the business
to IPR by specifically stating that the business is supporting
the station. This helps to build a strong connection between
the sponsor and the listener. Our listeners prefer to do
business with IPR sponsors.

Commercial radio advertisers
aren’t viewed as “supporting”
the station – they are viewed
as trying to sell something to
the listener.

COMMERCIAL IOWA PUBIC RADIO

Iowa Public Radio airs, on average, less than
two minutes of sponsor messages each hour.
Less than 3% of the hour is devoted to local

sponsorship messages.

Commercial radio stations air between 14
and 17 minutes of advertisement per hour
(or more)*. That means 28% of the hour is

made up of ads.


